DEGREE PROGRAM COMMITTEE REPORT

TO: Joel Bloom, Chair
FROM: Degree Program Committee
DATE: 19 September 2006

The committee met on Wednesday 5 November 2003 at 3 pm. Committee members present were Luke Faulkenberry, Partha Krishnamurthy, Bill Munroe, Barbara Snelling, Lawrence Williams, and Marsha Daly (Academic Program Management). Guests were: Ian Evans (NSM), Jennifer Chauvot (COE), Raresh Pascal, (COT), Farouk Attia (COT).

The Degree Program Committee Members reviewed and approved the following items. With the exceptions detailed below, our review lead to minor changes including corrections of typographical errors and formatting, addition or deletion of information, and editing of catalog language. All changes were approved by the author of each document either in person at our meeting, by telephone conversation, or by email correspondence.

CBM003

Tabled for further discussion:
UC 8854 06S: HRMA 4323: Advanced Food and Beverage Management

Recommend for Approval:
UC 8874 06F: CUIN 4349: Teaching Geometric Concepts for Grades 6-12 (new course)
UC 8876 06F: MECT 3118: Fluid Mechanics Application Laboratory
UC 8877 06F: MECT 3318: Fluid Mechanics Applications
UC 8881 06F: MECT 4384: Manufacturing Systems Control

Withdrawn at the request of authors:
UC 8878 06F: MECT 4175: Design of Mechanisms Laboratory
UC 8879 06F: MECT 4350: Principles of Mechatronics
UC 8880 06F: MECT 4375: Design of Mechanisms

MEMORANDA

Recommend for Approval:
UC 8855 06S: Name Change Geosciences to Earth and Atmospheric Sciences
UC 8872 06S: Delete BFA in Studio Arts-Interior Design program